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1. Introduction
The 24-dimensional even unimodular lattices were classiﬁed by Niemeier [12] and there are ex-
actly 24 non-isomorphic such lattices. These lattices are called the Niemeier lattices. Only one of
them has minimum norm 4 and it is called the Leech lattice, while the other Niemeier lattices have
minimum norm 2. Every Niemeier lattice is uniquely characterized by its root system, which is one
of the following:
∅, A241 , A122 , A83, A64, D64, A45D4, A46, A27D25, A38, D46, A29D6, E46,
A11D7E6, A
2
12, D
3
8, A15D9, D10E
2
7, A17E7, D
2
12, A24, E
3
8, D16E8, D24.
In this note, we denote the Leech lattice by Λ24 and we denote the other Niemeier lattices by their
root systems.
Montague [10] demonstrated that every Niemeier lattice can be constructed as an even unimodular
neighbor of the odd unimodular lattice obtained from some self-dual F3-code by Construction A. His
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dual conformal ﬁeld theories (holomorphic vertex operator algebras) with central charge 24 (see [11,
Sections 4 and 6]).
In this note, as Fp-analogues of the work by Montague [10], we demonstrate that every Niemeier
lattice can be constructed as an even unimodular neighbor of the odd unimodular lattice obtained
from some self-dual Fp-code by Construction A for each prime number p with 5 p  23. We remark
that the cases satisfying the condition (p − 1)|24 seem to be important [11]. The above constructions
give the existence of a 2pk-frame in every Niemeier lattice for a positive integer k. As a consequence,
every Niemeier lattice contains a 2k-frame for k = 2,3, . . . ,28.
All computer calculations in this note were done by Magma [3].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Unimodular lattices and self-dual codes
An n-dimensional (Euclidean) lattice L is unimodular if L = L∗ , where the dual lattice L∗ is deﬁned
as L∗ = {x ∈ Rn | 〈x, y〉 ∈ Z for all y ∈ L} under the standard inner product 〈x, y〉. The norm of a vector
x ∈ L is 〈x, x〉. A unimodular lattice L is even if all vectors of L have even norms, and odd if some
vector has an odd norm. The minimum norm of L is the smallest norm among all non-zero vectors
of L. Two lattices L and L′ are isomorphic, denoted L ∼= L′ , if there exists an orthogonal matrix A
with L′ = L · A. A set { f1, f2, . . . , fn} of n vectors f1, f2, . . . , fn in an n-dimensional lattice L with
〈 f i, f j〉 = kδi, j is called a k-frame of L, where k is a positive integer and δi, j is the Kronecker delta.
Two lattices L and L′ are neighbors if both lattices contain a sublattice of index 2 in common.
Let L be an odd unimodular lattice and let L0 be the even sublattice of L, which is the sublattice
consisting of vectors of even norms. Then L0 is a sublattice of L of index 2, and there are cosets
L1, L2, L3 of L0 such that L∗0 = L0 ∪ L1 ∪ L2 ∪ L3 where L = L0 ∪ L2 and L∗0 \ L = L1 ∪ L3. If L is an
8n-dimensional odd unimodular lattice then there are two even unimodular neighbors of L, that is,
L0 ∪ L1 and L0 ∪ L3 (see [5]).
Although the following lemma is somewhat trivial, we give a proof for the sake of completeness
(see [9]).
Lemma 1. Let L be an 8n-dimensional odd unimodular lattice. If L contains a k-frame then each of the two
even unimodular neighbors of L contains a 2k-frame.
Proof. Let {e1, e2, . . . , e8n} be a k-frame of L. Then the following set
{e2i−1 ± e2i | i = 1,2, . . . ,4n}
is a 2k-frame of the even sublattice L0 of L. Thus it is also a 2k-frame of each of the two even
unimodular neighbors L0 ∪ L1 and L0 ∪ L3. 
Let Zk be the ring of integers modulo k, where we denote the elements of Zk by 0,1,2, . . . ,k− 1.
In this note, we shall exclusively consider the case that k is a prime number p (and hence Zk = Fp).
A code over Zk of length n (or a Zk-code of length n) is a Zk-submodule of Znk . A code C is self-dual
if C = C⊥ where the dual code C⊥ of C is deﬁned as C⊥ = {x ∈ Znk | x · y = 0 for all y ∈ C} under
the standard inner product x · y. The weight of a codeword is the number of non-zero components in
the codeword. The minimum weight of a code C is the smallest weight among all non-zero codewords
of C . If C is a self-dual Zk-code of length n, then the following
Ak(C) = 1√
{
(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Zn
∣∣ (x1 mod k, . . . , xn mod k) ∈ C
}k
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lattice L contains a k-frame if and only if there is a self-dual Zk-code C with Ak(C) ∼= L. If p is an
odd prime number and C is a self-dual Fp-code of length n ≡ 0 (mod 8) then the even unimodular
neighbors of Ap(C) contain a 2p-frame by Lemma 1 since Ap(C) contains a p-frame.
A Type II Z2k-code of length n is a self-dual code with all codewords having Euclidean weight
divisible by 4k, where the Euclidean weight of a codeword x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is deﬁned as∑n
i=1 min{x2i , (2k − xi)2}. If C is a Type II Z2k-code then A2k(C) is an even unimodular lattice [1].
Type II Z2k-codes are often useful for constructions of even unimodular lattices. For example, every
Niemeier lattice is constructed by Construction A from some Type II Z4-code explicitly [2].
2.2. Frames of the Niemeier lattices
One of the aims of this note is to consider Fp-analogues of the work by Montague [10] for each
prime number p (5  p  23), and the other aim is to study the existence of a 2k-frame in the
Niemeier lattices.
The following lemma is useful for considering the existence of a k-frame in a given lattice.
Lemma 2. (See Chapman [4].) Let n be a positive integer divisible by 4. If an n-dimensional unimodular lattice
L contains a k-frame, then L contains a km-frame for all positive integers m.
It is well known that the only Niemeier lattices which contain a 2-frame are the nine lattices D24,
D16E8, E38, D
2
12, D10E
2
7, D
3
8, D
4
6, D
6
4, and A
24
1 . By Lemma 2, if any Niemeier lattice N contains a 2k-
frame then N also contains a 2km-frame for each positive integer m. Hence the above nine Niemeier
lattices contain a 2m-frame for each positive integer m. Moreover, it is enough to consider the exis-
tence of a 2p-frame in each Niemeier lattice for the case that p is a prime number.
Chapman [4] showed that the Leech lattice contains a 2p-frame for every prime number p = 11.
Some 22-frame in the Leech lattice was found in [8]. By Lemma 2, the Leech lattice contains a 2k-
frame for every positive integer k 2. There exists an embedding
Λ24 ⊇
√
2N ⊇ 2Λ24 (1)
of each Niemeier lattice N into the Leech lattice Λ24 [7]. It follows from (1) that every Niemeier lattice
contains a 4k-frame for every positive integer k 2 (see [9]). Using (1), it was shown in [2] that every
Niemeier lattice contains a 4-frame. As described in Section 1, Montague [10] demonstrated that every
Niemeier lattice can be constructed as an even unimodular neighbor of A3(C) obtained from some
self-dual F3-code C . Since A3(C) contains a 3-frame, by Lemma 1, every Niemeier lattice contains
a 6-frame. The existence of a 6k-frame for every Niemeier lattice is derived by Lemma 2 (see [9]).
Moreover, it was shown in [9] that every Niemeier lattice contains a k(4z2 + 2z + 6)-frame for all
integers z and all positive integers k.
3. Fp-analogues of the work by Montague [10]
Recall that a negacirculant matrix has the following form:
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
r0 r1 r2 · · · rn−1
−rn−1 r0 r1 · · · rn−2
−rn−2 −rn−1 r0 · · · rn−3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
−r1 −r2 −r3 · · · r0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
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Quasi-twisted self-dual F5-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C5,1 (1,2,3,1,0,1,2,2,2,3,1,1) D24, D212 7
C5,2 (1,4,0,1,1,0,1,4,0,1,1,1) E38, D
3
8 6
C5,3 (1,4,0,0,1,3,1,3,1,2,1,1) D46, A
8
3 8
C5,4 (1,2,2,2,1,4,0,2,3,2,1,1) D64, A
24
1 8
C5,5 (1,1,0,0,2,3,1,1,4,2,1,1) A241 , Λ24 6
Table 2
Neighbor self-dual F5-codes of C5,1,C5,3.
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C5,6 C5,1 (1,0,1,3,4,1,0,0,0,0,4,1) D16E8, D38 6
C5,7 C5,1 (1,3,0,1,4,0,0,0,0,1,1,1) A24, A212 6
C5,8 C5,1 (2,4,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) D10E27, E
4
6 4
C5,9 C5,1 (3,2,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A17E7, A38 4
C5,10 C5,1 (2,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A15D9, A27D
2
5 4
C5,11 C5,1 (4,2,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) D212, A11D7E6 4
C5,12 C5,1 (2,3,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A29D6, A
4
5D4 4
C5,13 C5,1 (3,1,2,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A212, A
4
6 4
C5,14 C5,3 (2,4,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
12
2 4
Table 3
Quasi-twisted self-dual F7-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C7,1 (1,3,2,0,3,3,1,5,5,4,6,2) E38, D
3
8 8
C7,2 (1,6,5,3,4,1,0,1,4,1,6,2) D212, D
4
6 8
C7,3 (1,1,0,3,2,1,6,4,3,1,6,2) D64, A
24
1 8
C7,4 (1,0,2,3,1,1,4,1,4,1,6,2) A241 , Λ24 9
C7,5 (1,4,3,1,4,4,0,4,3,1,6,2) D46, A
8
3 7
C7,6 (1,2,5,1,6,1,1,6,5,2,6,2) D24, D212 9
A code which has generator matrix of the form:
(
In R
)
, (2)
where In denotes the identity matrix of order n, is called a quasi-twisted code if R is an n×n negacir-
culant matrix. It is trivial that an Fp-code with generator matrix (2) is self-dual if RRT = (p − 1)In
where RT denotes the transposed matrix of R . Two self-dual codes C and C ′ of length n are said to
be neighbors if dim(C ∩ C ′) = n/2− 1, where dim(C) denotes the dimension of C . Let D be a self-dual
Fp-code of length n, and let v ∈ Fnp be a non-zero vector such that v · v = 0 and v /∈ D . Then the
following code
ND(v) =
(
D ∩ 〈v〉⊥)∪ {u + v ∣∣ u ∈ (D ∩ 〈v〉⊥)} (3)
is a self-dual neighbor of D .
In order to construct a self-dual code C such that N is an even unimodular neighbor of Ap(C)
for every Niemeier lattice N , many self-dual Fp-codes were found by combining the quasi-twisted
construction with the neighbor construction for p (5  p  23). We list codes obtained by these
constructions in Tables 1, 2 (p = 5), Tables 3, 4 (p = 7), Tables 5, 6 (p = 11), Tables 7, 8 (p = 13),
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Neighbor self-dual F7-codes of C7,1,C7,6.
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C7,7 C7,1 (1,4,3,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) D10E27, A
2
7D
2
5 5
C7,8 C7,1 (6,0,5,6,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A11D7E6, A11D7E6 4
C7,9 C7,1 (1,5,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) E46, E
4
6 4
C7,10 C7,1 (1,4,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
4
6 3
C7,11 C7,1 (1,4,1,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A45D4, A
12
2 5
C7,12 C7,6 (5,6,4,6,1,4,6,1,6,2,6,4) D16E8, D38 7
C7,13 C7,6 (5,3,5,0,0,5,4,0,3,3,5,2) A29D6, A17E7 6
C7,14 C7,6 (4,6,4,0,2,0,4,1,6,2,4,4) A38, A15D9 7
C7,15 C7,6 (4,6,1,1,2,4,6,1,6,2,6,4) A24, A212 7
Table 5
Quasi-twisted self-dual F11-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C11,1 (1,0,4,9,9,2,4,1,7,7,7,2) A241 , Λ24 10
C11,2 (1,0,6,5,2,1,2,1,10,7,7,2) D64, A
24
1 9
C11,3 (1,0,4,7,0,4,9,3,10,9,7,2) D24, D212 10
C11,4 (1,0,6,10,4,8,8,1,9,10,7,2) E38, D
3
8 9
C11,5 (1,0,10,1,7,1,5,4,10,7,7,2) D46, A
8
3 9
C11,6 (1,0,1,4,1,1,5,1,3,1,7,2) D24, D24 7
Table 6
Neighbor self-dual F11-codes of C11,i (i = 2,3,4,6).
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C11,7 C11,2 (3,8,0,6,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A38, A
4
6 4
C11,8 C11,2 (7,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A45D4, A
4
5D4 3
C11,9 C11,2 (7,7,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
6
4 3
C11,10 C11,2 (1,8,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A122 , A
12
2 3
C11,11 C11,3 (2,3,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A29D6, A
2
9D6 3
C11,12 C11,3 (4,7,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A11D7E6, A11D7E6 3
C11,13 C11,4 (9,8,1,2,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A17E7, A38 5
C11,14 C11,4 (9,6,0,5,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) D10E27, E
4
6 4
C11,15 C11,4 (3,9,5,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A27D
2
5, A15D9 5
C11,16 C11,4 (10,5,7,10,4,1,10,0,2,0,0,1) D10E27, D16E8 9
C11,17 C11,6 (3,10,10,3,1,0,0,6,0,3,0,0) A24, A212 7
Tables 9, 10 (p = 17), Tables 11, 12 (p = 19), Tables 13, 14 (p = 23). For the quasi-twisted construction,
the ﬁrst rows r of the matrices R in (2) are listed. For the neighbor construction, the codes D and the
vectors v in (3) are listed where we only list (v13, v14, . . . , v24) for the vectors v = (v1, v2, . . . , v24)
since we found the codes under the condition v1 = · · · = v12 = 0. For each self-dual code C , the two
even unimodular neighbors N1,N2 of Ap(C) and the minimum weight d are also listed.
From these tables, we have the following theorem.
Theorem3. Suppose that p is a prime numberwith 5 p  23. Then every Niemeier lattice can be constructed
as an even unimodular neighbor of Ap(C) from some self-dual Fp-code C of length 24.
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Quasi-twisted self-dual F13-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C13,1 (0,0,0,4,11,4,12,4,2,4,2,0) D24, D212 8
C13,2 (0,0,0,8,3,10,5,3,0,6,4,0) E38, D
3
8 8
C13,3 (0,0,0,5,8,0,7,3,7,6,1,0) D46, A
8
3 8
C13,4 (0,0,0,7,4,5,2,0,3,5,1,0) D64, A
24
1 8
C13,5 (0,0,0,2,5,3,1,10,5,11,0,0) A241 , Λ24 8
Table 8
Neighbor self-dual F13-codes of C13,1.
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C13,6 C13,1 (1,1,7,7,10,4,10,4,9,2,3,9) D16E8, A15D9 8
C13,7 C13,1 (1,1,5,1,5,5,2,4,9,2,3,9) A24, A15D9 8
C13,8 C13,1 (5,7,7,6,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A17E7, A11D7E6 6
C13,9 C13,1 (6,10,2,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) D10E27, A11D7E6 6
C13,10 C13,1 (5,8,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) E46, A11D7E6 4
C13,11 C13,1 (2,9,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A212, A
4
6 5
C13,12 C13,1 (12,6,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A29D6, A
2
9D6 4
C13,13 C13,1 (8,6,4,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A38, A
4
5D4 4
C13,14 C13,1 (8,2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A27D
2
5, A
6
4 4
C13,15 C13,1 (10,8,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A122 , A
4
5D4 4
Table 9
Quasi-twisted self-dual F17-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C17,1 (1,0,0,3,1,14,2,13,7,15,14,13) Λ24, A241 10
C17,2 (1,5,15,5,11,2,7,14,5,13,16,12) D24, D212 10
C17,3 (1,0,0,16,11,0,15,12,3,0,14,13) D64, A
24
1 8
C17,4 (1,0,0,10,4,8,7,4,11,7,14,13) E38, D
3
8 10
C17,5 (1,0,0,10,11,0,3,0,6,9,14,13) D46, A
8
3 9
Table 10
Neighbor self-dual F17-codes of C17,i (i = 1,2,4).
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C17,6 C17,1 (4,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
6
4 2
C17,7 C17,1 (0,13,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A122 , A
12
2 2
C17,8 C17,2 (7,14,3,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A15D9, A29D6 4
C17,9 C17,2 (15,15,5,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A11D7E6, A46 4
C17,10 C17,2 (4,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A27D
2
5, A
2
7D
2
5 2
C17,11 C17,2 (1,10,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A45D4, A
4
5D4 3
C17,12 C17,2 (9,1,2,10,8,0,0,1,0,6,11,0) A17E7, A38 8
C17,13 C17,2 (9,1,7,4,1,0,0,1,0,6,11,0) D10E27, E
4
6 8
C17,14 C17,4 (11,7,8,5,14,4,0,1,0,6,11,0) D16E8, D38 9
C17,15 C17,4 (4,15,16,13,9,2,8,0,0,0,0,1) A24, A212 8
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Quasi-twisted self-dual F19-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C19,1 (1,0,0,3,4,0,18,14,0,0,15,11) D24, D212 8
C19,2 (1,0,0,0,0,10,9,13,13,16,15,9) E38, D
3
8 9
C19,3 (1,0,0,13,3,17,4,10,12,16,12,7) D64, A
24
1 10
C19,4 (1,0,0,6,6,16,11,5,17,0,10,3) A241 , Λ24 10
C19,5 (1,0,0,6,5,7,5,9,0,14,8,4) D212, D
4
6 10
Table 12
Neighbor self-dual F19-codes of C19,1.
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C19,6 C19,1 (7,7,11,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A212, A11D7E6 4
C19,7 C19,1 (8,7,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A38, A
2
9D6 3
C19,8 C19,1 (7,8,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A27D
2
5, A
4
6 3
C19,9 C19,1 (9,4,4,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
8
3 4
C19,10 C19,1 (6,3,7,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A45D4, A
12
2 4
C19,11 C19,1 (5,15,0,14,0,0,0,3,17,4,0,0) A15D9, A212 6
C19,12 C19,1 (4,14,13,11,1,0,0,3,17,4,0,0) E46, A
2
7D
2
5 8
C19,13 C19,1 (4,0,15,4,0,0,15,0,7,0,0,1) A17E7, A17E7 6
C19,14 C19,1 (12,0,0,1,5,0,0,0,1,0,0,0) A24, A212 4
C19,15 C19,1 (11,12,0,8,12,0,0,0,1,1,0,0) D16E8, D10E27 6
Table 13
Quasi-twisted self-dual F23-codes.
Code First row r N1,N2 d
C23,1 (1,0,0,21,1,19,14,2,0,0,14,15) D24, D212 9
C23,2 (1,0,0,6,2,21,9,0,11,17,12,3) D64, A
24
1 10
C23,3 (1,0,0,18,2,2,20,10,18,13,2,16) D38, D
6
4 7
C23,4 (1,22,0,4,18,16,2,11,6,1,16,8) E38, D
3
8 10
Table 14
Neighbor self-dual F23-codes of C23,1.
Code D (v13, v14, . . . , v24) N1,N2 d
C23,5 C23,1 (9,17,21,17,10,8,0,0,0,0,0,1) D16E8, D38 7
C23,6 C23,1 (19,12,20,9,10,3,0,0,5,1,0,11) A24, A212 9
C23,7 C23,1 (8,5,19,20,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) D10E27, D
4
6 5
C23,8 C23,1 (6,12,16,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) A11D7E6, E46 4
C23,9 C23,1 (4,1,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A46, A
2
9D6 3
C23,10 C23,1 (3,10,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A45D4, A
2
7D
2
5 3
C23,11 C23,1 (2,15,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A64, A
8
3 3
C23,12 C23,1 (4,11,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) A122 , A
8
3 3
C23,13 C23,1 (6,13,5,5,11,0,1,1,0,6,0,0) A17E7, A38 8
C23,14 C23,1 (7,14,9,21,0,0,1,1,0,6,0,0) A15D9, A11D7E6 7
C23,15 C23,1 (3,4,19,9,1,0,1,1,0,6,0,0) A38, A
2
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Theorem 3 implies the existence of a 2p-frame.
Theorem 4. Suppose that p is a prime number with 5 p  23. Then every Niemeier lattice contains a 2p-
frame. In other words, every Niemeier lattice is constructed by Construction A from some Type II code over Z2p .
Proof. Let N be any of the Niemeier lattices. By Theorem 3, N can be constructed as an even uni-
modular neighbor of Ap(C) from some self-dual Fp-code C . Ap(C) is an odd unimodular lattice and
it contains a p-frame. By Lemma 1, N contains a 2p-frame. 
Remark 5. The two even unimodular neighbors of the odd unimodular lattice Ap(C) with minimum
norm 2,3 often are different for a ﬁxed code C (see Fig. 17.1 in [6]). Hence in order to establish the
existence of a 2p-frame, the number of codes which we constructed is less than 24 for each p. This
is a merit to establish the existence of a 2p-frame, than constructing Type II Z2p-codes explicitly.
By Lemma 2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6. Every Niemeier lattice contains a 2pk-frame for all positive integers k and any prime number p
with 5  p  23. In other words, every Niemeier lattice is constructed by Construction A from some Type II
code over Z2pk for all positive integers k and 5 p  23.
By combining the known results on the existence of 2k-frames of the Niemeier lattices described in
Section 2 with our results, every Niemeier lattice contains a 2k-frame for k = 2,3, . . . ,28, 30, . . . ,36,
38, 39, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 48, 49, 50 (k 50).
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